
Gabriel Archangel 
The time comes in every person’s life when we can decide our own fate.
The time comes in every person’s life when we can decide what we want to start
and want to develop into.
People are afraid of decisions in their lives.
They are afraid to experience themselves and face what  is  deep down inside
them.
Basically, every person has the desire to experience pure and honest feelings:
purity, honesty, light, harmony, love, and make whatever there is in them and
lives in them appear also in their external worlds.
But why can’t we realise it?
Why are we afraid of changes?
Why are we afraid to say things?
Why can’t we realise everything we feel inside?
Why do we think that we would offend others?
Why do we think that if we said what is real, true and honest, others would not
understand us.
Unfortunately, this is how it is in this earthly world. 
Such  energy  has  been  created  in  us  that  sets  limits  to  and  restricts  our
behaviour, our conduct and, what’s more, our thoughts.
It limits everything we represent here in the earthly world.
How could we love and live in peace and harmony if we do not possess the peace,
harmony and decency towards other people, not even to ourselves?
I am only decent and able to accept and love myself if I am able to tell others all
I feel and think inside and everything that expresses my world of emotions, and I
am able to really show myself.
I am asking you to try and express your own feelings and thoughts.
Please,  try  to  create  what  you  would  really  wish  to  represent  and  would
represent if you could be yourselves.
‘Can you really be yourselves?’, this is already the question now.
Do you in fact know what the change in your life is that you must make so that
you could really be yourselves?
It is also very difficult.
It is difficult to realise what makes me myself.
Since  a  transformation  started in  you,  and a  was  of  thinking  started in  the
material and physical world where your limits and boundaries are in fact the
physical matter and the reality you can see.
It is the reality that can be experienced with two eyes and, from this point on,
you overrule and doubt the existence of anything else.
But let me, Archangel Gabriel, say to you and ask from you if it is necessary for
you to see us.
Is it necessary for you to feel us?
Is it necessary for us to be in your lives every day and be seen even day after day
beside you?



I say it is not necessary since you must feel us in your hearts.
You must feel the love in your hearts that the heavenly world has provided so far
to you.
How often have you gone out to ask for things from us, how often have you been
to church and thought about whom you are saying your prayers to?
Have you ever thought about who the heavenly world in fact is?
Who are the ones that represent the heavenly world?
What do they consist of?
What do they look like?
What do they do for us?
Or did you just think and believe that what is written in the books is how it is? 
The heavenly world is basically an immense energy.
It is an immense energy shell around you and the whole earthly world in which
vast love energies are present.
Such a love frequency has got realised here at  which we can operate and in
which there is consent, harmony and equilibrium.
But has it also all got created in your earthly world?
We tried to help create it for you and be beside you in your problems, and all
kinds  of  troubles  and  suppressed  emotions  in  which  you  were  unable  to
experience yourselves and thereby your own reality.
We did try to help but felt and do feel that we are already insufficient for the
earthly world.

So little is the love energy and love frequency that we represent that we can no
longer tolerate and absorb (I should rather say absorb) the lacks of energy you
generate on the Earth.

But what are they really?
There is  so  much sorrow,  pain and lovelessness  in  your hearts  that  you are
unable to experience yourselves and you are unable to see clearly and look into
each other’s eyes while talking about your own emotions honestly.
You cannot say to the other person honestly and purely that ‘I love you’. 
You cannot say to the other person that ‘I would so much like to be beside you
now and help, just to hold your hand. 
Let me stand by you and try and help you.’
Or even if someone says so, the other might just shovel or push him or her away
thinking that he or she is driven by ill-will.
And this is exactly what really started a pain and sorrow in you in which you are
getting closeted and isolated from each other more and more.
Still  we  can  look  into  your  hearts,  and  see  that  there  lives  the  desire  and
aspiration for love in every person that you should have realised during the lives
you have lived so far.
But it is too late now. 
We are unable to help you if you are unable to change.
We are unable to help you if you are unable to 



recognise everything that you should have realised once.
If you are unable to recognise love, honesty and purity in you and transfer them
all, and accept yourselves purely and squarely before the other person and also
accept that other person before you.
Let me also ask you to try and think differently, try to love yourselves, the other
person and try and accept also the heavenly world as if it was natural to you.

We, who live in the heavenly world now and are talking to the emissaries of the
heavenly world, say that we would like to see an immense love energy started as
a result of this video and an immense love frequency also in your hearts in which
you at last recognise your own tasks.
We have not come to you to hold forth or make speeches so that you would shoo
us away asking what the heavenly world is to us.
We have come down to you to ask you for help.
We have been helping you for so many years. 
We have been trying to give you energy,  love,  abundance and harmony and
create peace in your hearts for so many millennia. 
But let me ask you ‘Have you managed to absorb these all?’
Look into yourselves a little and think about your lives.
Try to see a little bit more broadly and look beyond the physical and material
reality, and also notice what is not really tangible but still exists.
Listen to you hearts and listen to the inner voice that tells you that yes,  the
heavenly world has helped us so far and is still standing beside us now but I am
now able to create love in me so that I can also help them.
Let  me  ask  you  to  help  each  other  since,  by  helping  each  other,  you  are
strengthening your love and you shall also be able to help us and thereby save
the heavenly world too.
And we can help you by bringing the heavenly world ever closer to the Earth
and pressing the love frequencies lower and lower more and more, and create
the desire in you to be able to live even purer and ever more honestly.
But an immense purification process is required for this that we have already
talked about.
And  this  purification  process  is  not  going  to  be  pleasant,  but  afterwards,
whoever dare face themselves and capture the love in themselves they used to
represent up there shall surely have a happy, rich, balanced and harmonic life. 
Thank you.
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